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Scholler To Resign As Basketball Coach 
The B-C News learned late yesterday that Warren Scholler 
Is resigning as head basketball coach. 
The resignation was expected to be announced at a press con- 
ference on "Intercollegiate athletics" scheduled for 8:30 ajn. 
today. 
Scholler, who formerly coached at Hamilton, before coming 
to BG, complied a 43-52 won-loss record In his four years as head 
coach here. He has been coaching for 23 years. 
He had been under fire frim the student body and other critics 
for alleged poor performances after posting a 14-9 mark In his 
first season. In 1965 and 1966 BG finished at 9-15, while this year 
the record was 11-13. 
When contacted yesterday, Scholler said he had no immediate 
plans. 
Among the prominent names mentioned to succeed Scholler are 
Al Blanchi, assistant coach of the National Basketball Association 
Chicago Bulls, and Gary Duhalme, coach of Lima Shawnee's highly 
successful Indians. Also under consideration are Bob Conibear, 
assistant to Scholler, and Jim Lessig, freshman coach. 
Duhalme, in an Interview with the News, said he couldn't comment 
on the situation because his Shawnee team is still In tournament 
action. However, the former Toledo Llbbey baseball coach said 
he felt there would be a lot of applicants for the Job and he would 
feel honored to be among them. 
Blanchi, talking to the News by phone from Philadelphia, said 
he was not aware that Scholler had resigned. Blanchi said he had 
a very good position with the Bulls that Included a three-year 
contract. 
Blanchi   was   a former Ail-American here at the University. 
The Bulls  are currently engaged In a fight for the last play-off 
spot In the NBA's Western Division. 
Warren Scholler 
The B-G     Jones Quits 
News 
Serving a Growing University Since 1920 
Dean Post 
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McCullough, Greenwald 
Present AWS Platforms 
By JACK HARTMAN 
Editorial Page Editor 
Is AWS plagued by a communi- 
cation breakdown or a leadership 
clique--the point was argued by 
the two candidates for president 
of the Association of Women Stu- 
dents (AWS) at the News-sponsored 
press conference Thursday after- 
noon. 
A crowd of more than 100 stu- 
dents, mostly  women,  filled the 
CINDY GREENWALD 
lecture hall of the Life Science 
Bldg. to hear candidates Cindy 
Greenwald and Ann McCullough 
sound off on the problems of the 
women's governing organization 
and how each plans to solve them. 
Miss Greenwald defended AWS 
as a democratic organization suf- 
fering from an acute communica- 
tion breakdown and endorsed pro- 
posals for "no hours" and honors 
dormitories on the condition that 
women would vote them in. 
Miss McCullough conceived the 
role of AWS as providing bene- 
fits to women students rather than 
punishments. She claimed It is 
dominated by the Dean of Women 
and a leadership "clique." Be- 
littling its accomplishments, she 
urged strong leadership to be as- 
serted and for a decentralization 
of decision-making. 
In her opening remarks, Miss 
Greenwald stated flatly, "I feel 
AWS Is a democratic organization, 
...in which every women student 
on campus has a voice." 
"In AWS...the constituents are 
not aware of their own power with- 
in., .(the) government," she con- 
tinued. 
Miss Greenwald said that it is 
the job of the president to re- 
establish effective communication 
between officers and students. 
Blaming the communication 
breakdown on the increase in the 
size of the campus, she suggested 
voluntary hall meetings, news- 
letters and more personal contact 
between officers and constituents 
as solutions to the problemm. 
She advocated a "no hours" 
policy, honor dormitories and 
more female responsibility if the 
women would ratify these changes 
by the vote. 
In conclusion, she promised to 
"hear and to work for what the 
women want their AWS to  be." 
Not commenting on the "demo- 
cracy" question. Miss McCullough 
lashed Into AWS, calling it an"in- 
strument of punishment," "an in- 
strument of the Dean of Women" 
and a habitat of officers more im- 
terested in status than their duties. 
Labeling the organization an 
"insturment of the Dean of 
Women," she chastised its officers 
for, what she termed," asking the 
deans what the policy should be and 
then presenting this to the women 
students." 
She pointed out that It should 
be the reverse with leaders "ask- 
ing women what they want and then 
asking the deans if it is possible. 
She supported the Task Force 
Report which found the Dean of 
Women's office and the AWS tobe 
"rule - maintenance organiza- 
tions." 
"Some student leaders are so 
impressed with the positions they 
happen to hold that they forget 
about the Jobs they should be 
doing," was Miss McCullough's 
comment on the present officers. 
Zeroing in on the leadership, 
she said hasn't done anything." 
The words "garbage" and"mess" 
were prominent of her description 
of the organizations recent ac- 
tivity. 
Next, she turned to her "con- 
structive ideas." First, she com- 
plimented many women for Interest 
and involvment on the grass roots 
level. 
Second, she claimed that she 
does not belong to the leadership 
(Continued on Page 6) 
Dr. Archie H.Jones has resigned 
as Dean of the College of Liberal 
Arts at the University, President 
William T.Jerome announced yes- 
terday. 
Dr. Jerome added that his res- 
ignation will not be effective until 
February or June, 1968. 
Dean Jones said that he intends to 
stay at the University and will 
remain on the faculty as a pro- 
fessor of American studies in the 
departments of English and 
history. 
He said he was looking forward 
to returning to teaching and re- 
search after sending a number of 
years in full-time administrative 
work. 
"This Is a personal decision 
which I made about a desire to 
spend my time teaching and doing 
such research as I'm capable of," 
he said. 
"I don't want anyone to read Into 
this any dissatisfaction with Bowl- 
ing (Ireen or this particular job," 
he continued. "This job is some- 
thing I've enjoyed doing." 
He said he announced his re- 
tirement this early to give the 
College of Liberal Arts and the 
University as a whole ample time 
to make an orderly and careful 
selection of a successor because 
it takes considerable time to go 
through this process. 
Prior to Joining the University 
staff In 1963, Dr. Jones was asso- 
ciate director of the Chicago His- 
torical Society. 
From 1955 to 1959, he was an 
assistant professor of history and 
philosophy at Humboldt State Col- 
lege, Arcata, California. He also 
was chairman of the division of 
social sciences while at Humboldt. 
A native of Wisconsin, he is a 
1947 graduate of Carroll College 
He earned his master's and Ph.D. 
degrees in American social intel- 
lectual history at the University 
of C hicago. 




Budget considerations for 1967- 
68 will be the major topic of 
discussion at the University's 
Hoard of Trustees meeting today 
at 2 p.m. in the Board Room of 
the Administration Bldg. 
Of special Interest to students 
will be the Trustees' review of 
preliminary recommendations 
pertaining to fee adjustments for 
board and room at the University, 
and a discussion concerning the 
University policy on student dis- 
turbances. 
Much of the discussion on budget 
considerations will center around 
information released at a Wednes- 
day meeting of University presi- 
dents and trustees with Dr. John 
D. Mill en. Chancellor of the Ohio 
Board of Regents. 
Also up for consideration by the 
Trustees are policies concerning 
issuance of contracts to faculty 
and staff and a progress report 
on the negotiations with the High- 
way   Department   concerning the 
settlement for University land 
taken by the Interstate Highway 
75 project. 
The policy on student disturb- 
ances was drafted with the help 
of two faculty committees, one 
student committee, and the stu- 
dent personnel deans. 
It begins by pointing out that a 
university community should be 
"a citadel of free expression," 
but mentions the Importance of 
using wisdom In exercising this 
freedom. 
According to the policy, the 
University Is committed to as 
little regulation of student pol- 
itical and other group activity 
as is consistent with honorable, 
orderly, personal conduct and the 
normal functioning of the In- 
stitution. 
This original policy Is subject 
to change on the basis of review 
by the Faculty Senate, experience 
with the policy, and subsequent 
review by the Board of Trustees. 
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Why Postpone? 
Leaders of the Association of Women Students (AWS) have had 
more than ample time to plan and execute the annual elections. They 
should not be postponed, but held on schedule. 
The Campus Calendar lists the elections for Wednesday, The 
calendar, a publication of the Student Body Organization, was printed 
during the summer. The date for the elections had been set previous 
to the printing  which puts   it back to last spring, nearly a year ago. 
* • • 
Now, we are told, the elections have been postponed. Reason given': 
"little things." No elaboration of specifics was included. 
The main reason appears to be that not enough candidates have 
applied to make for a contest for each position. At one time noone 
sought election for a position. 
Returning to the scheduling aspect of the matter. The facts are 
the election date and the positions to be up for grabs have been easily 
accessible Information for almost a year. 
The election date is printed clearly in the Campus Calendar and 
the |'os it ions to be filled can be found from the AWS officers. 
So why has the election date been moved back a week (?) ? 
One possible explanation Is that the impending election and positions 
available have not been properly communicated to campus women by 
AWS. or that mechanical proceedures to hold the election were left 
undone too long. 
Another possible explanation is that not enough applicants to create 
"a desirable election"  have applied and AWS officers considered this 
sufficient grounds to postpone it. 
• * * 
If AWS has sufficiently publicized the election and has the machinery 
in operation to conduct it, there is absolutely no reason to postpone It. 
AWS has no need to excercise "maternal guidance" and go out and 
solicit candidates to run after the deadline. If the elections are without 
contests and turnout Is poor and candidates chosen are substandard, 
the women will get the message 
If they care, they'll take It more seriously next time. 
If they don't care, they will get exactly what they deserve. 
A BRITISH HOLLIDAY 
Educational Partner 
Seen As Internship 
recognized by the language de- 
partment, and throughout the year 
students are leaving for countries 
whose language and culture they 
are studying. 
I maintain that this practice 
should be expanded and Include 
as   many   students   as   possible. 
Some kind of an intern program 
should be arranged for the sopho- 
more year for which credit could 
be given. 
This would give the student a 
feeling and understanding for his 
intended field: the chance to switch 
at any time if he found that he 
was unsuited to the work: a broad 
practical knowledge of the funda- 
mentals of the field that can then 
be expanded and theorised upon 
in the classroom. 
A more mature student body 
would thus evolve, greater dis- 
cussion in and out of class, and 
a more defined goal for which to 
work. 
This would in turn raise the 
standards of the University and 
perhaps even somehow put us on 
somebody's map somewhere. 
By ROGER HOW.IDA Y 
Columnist 
That there is not complete sat- 
isfaction with the present degree 
program offered by the University 
doesn't require an undercover 
agent to discover- - all that is ne- 
cessary is one pair of ears re- 
latively free from preconceptions. 
Personally I hear It almost every 
hour of every day in some form 
or other--true, O king, I may well 
have a sympathetic ear but never- 
theless the facts seem to proclaim 
that there is something rotten in 
our State university. 
Students complain that the pro- 
fessors aren't teaching well, that 
they stick to the facts related in 
the text lx>oks, that there is too 
much emphasis on the "how-to- 
do" rather on the "why." 
Professors charge that the stu- 
dent is only out for the degree, 
is basically lazy, is only capable 
of being taught by use of the 
frequent - test - method and heavy 
emphasis on the facts rather than 
the ideas behind the facts. 
Hack and forth goes the pen- 
dulum first with student, then the 
professor Justifying. 
I honestly believe that some 
kind of compromise must even- 
tually be arrived at, if the re- 
lationship between student and 
teacher is to bear fruit. 
One of the main problems as 
I see It, is that the student does 
not really know what he wants to 
do, or where his basic interests 
lie. 
On leaving high school he must 
decide on an area that he is 
likely to follow for the rest of his 
working days. He embarks upon 
this road at the outset of his 
university days and almost sullenly 
follows the well trodden route as 
If forced to do so. 
Personally, I fall to see how 
anyone can study with enthusiasm 
a subject or field In which he 
has  had no practical experience. 
By the same token, it must be 
extremely difficult for professors 
to teach effectively on a subject 
that they have only learnt through 
the text books. 
This  whole problem  has   been 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Yeoman Job 
In the article on community aid 
given by the pledges, ladies of 
Bowling Green was not forthcom- 
ing. The fact is that many ladles 
did indeed help, and help very 
much. There simply weren't 
enough to satisfy the need. 
It is quite Inaccurate to imply 
that no help from the community 
was obtainable. The ladies who 
assisted did yoeman work, as any 
of the pledges can testify. 
Barbro Nordstrom 
1374 C lough St. 
Only Amen 
In   reply   to  Mr.   C hlo   I  can 
only say "Amen" and Cod Bless 
all   students  who feel this  way. 
Susan Coveli 
219 Harmon 
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GUEST COLUMN 
On Reflected Lilliputians 
I was Intrigued with John Blgelow's column on the of   the   major   problems which any  one discipline, 
"Rot of Seniority" and his opinion that "Some of the considers essential, 
professors at the university are really bad". Tills type of structuring requires concerted effor 
It appears to me that "really bad" means the pro- from   all participants. The professor,   because he 
fessors  were unable to get the "point" across and is   more   experienced   In dealing  with the subject' 
In most cases, even when they did, it wasn't worth matter   and   has  given considerable though to the 
hearing. structure of the discipline, could present questions 
In order to state a position which moves forward and   alternatives  which he considers  are ways   of 
from the criticisms Mr. Bigelow offered it is ne- approaching content in depth, 
cessary to clarify two items. He can help students do the same thing for them- 
Flrstly,   I   am   a member of the department  he selves, 
labels  as   having  "many of the Lilliputians of the Instead of concentrating upon direct methods  of, 
intellectual world". This sort of statement does not teaching which become distorted Into training devices 
offend me personally for I have long realized that because students   are forced  to accept  the design 
such generalizations used for blanket condemnation which the professor has worked out for the course 
are of little value as legitimate criticism. beforehand, more indirect methods must be attempted, i 
He might just as easily have said there are many Some possible approaches   could  Involve a com- 
brown fish in the ocean. Neither statement is worthy parison of antithetical positions, a problems approach, 
of attention. the use of model construction, evaluation of alter- 
Secondly,  I am in sympathy with what Is implied natives,  the  applicability of research and semantic ' 
in Mr.  Higelow's column, namely that a university analysis. 
is to be criticized if it is not clear to students that In short, the student must learn to deal with sub- 
it is an Instrument for their own education. ject matter in the way his professor deals with it- 
It  is  to the author's credit that he indicates his for  himself,   and  In direct relation to the criteria 
own sense of integrity by deploring those conditions he has constructed against which to judge what he 
which interfere with learning. learns. 
The attitude which I personally deplore Is that one This indirect approach has the effect of involving 
which some of my colleagues appear to hold about the student directly. Standards are not lowered but 
students. They  are conceived as   being like clean, are capable of being improved since the evaluation 
limp.  Identically-shaped pillow-cases   to be stuffed procedure no longer is standardized to the regur- 
with the cotton of knowledge by an antiseptic process gitation formula.                                                              * 
with  careful measurements  of the weight and color It  was Cari R0gers wn0 had the strength of con- 
of the packing. vlction to state that he couldn't teach anyone. 
Assumptions  which uphold such attitudes allow a it   is   ln   thls   veln   that the foregoing  has been- 
professor  in any discipline to conceive of teaching outlined in  the search of more effective teaching 
as a telling-job and learning as listening. practices for educating people. It Is time we evolved 
The triumvirate  of lecturing,   assigned readings less rjgld criterla to evolve teaching-learning con- 
from  the text and examination Is a twelfth century ditlons which inspire students  to  set goals within* 
hang-over when only the masters had books and they the context  of subject matter so they might utilize 
read passages to assembled students and offered a tne full potential of the forces of their own Intellects, 
gloss on the ideas presented. Education Isn't something that Is given or taken in, 
There  is  need for change, for new directions to lt  ,s something which a student and a teacher con-* 
improve the teaching-learning encouter. struct so that eventually the student no longer needs 
I   submit  that Mr. Blgelow's  complaint that few a teacher, 
professors are capable of'getting across'to students intellectual Lilliputians  are a product of an ed-» 
Is illustrative of the view outlined above. Too many ucatlonal system. The educated person can never 
of us,  professors   and  students are hung up on the be described in those terms because he rejects the 
idea that lt is the prof's job to give lt to the students ldea  that  someone else filled him up with what he 
straight. knows for sure, that someone else is fully responsible * 
Flanders' studies have shown that in the elementary f0r the way he looks at the world. 
and secondary schools teachers do too much of the There Is   no system  into which one can plug ln 
talking (two-thirds of the time) and that many teachers and receive meaning. No teacher is a good teacher 
are out of tune with what is known about children wno nas  an  ego soo  large that he wishes to make • 
and about conditions which foster learning. students ln his image--reflected Lilliputians. 
Many  of us who teach at the university level are gam Q Andrews 
convinced   that   this  state of  affairs   ln the lower Instructor Dept. of Education, 
schools is directly traceable to the practices which 
young people are exposed to in university and which LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
they perpetuate in practice as teachers or as parents ""~~^—~——^———— ■wi£". *' d0"e " ,ten"s "mp'm No Longer Laconic 
One of my  own students a few days ago took the        Looking for a job? Heres one. 
position that  he wants  to hear what an expert has RIFLEMAN WANTED: Long hours, low pay. 
to   say   when   he   takes   a   course  and that a good        RlfJe> camplng gear ^ heliCOpter transportation 
lecture   is   a very  satisfying learning  experience.    proyided M no C0St to the applicant. You Job will be 
Of course this can be so. but we must not over-     kming   vle£   Cong   brfore   tney  can w yQU Qr 
look the fact  that  a  lecturer  who drums on about    your buddles# ,nterested? 
trivia,   who   repeats  what  Is   in  the text or is not        ,f ^ angwer {g g do ^ me V 
interested enough to work with enthusiasm is never    w ^ thoge who  are ~ ^ f work 
stimulating to the student. what type of weapons they may or may not use Be 
In any semester there can be few lectures which lt   napalm>   wham-0   slingshot,   or   a  lead yo-yo. - 
reach that pinnacle of clarification and Inspiration Robert A. Llndstrom 
that gets to the guts of every auditor. "  Fremont, Ohio 
To move in a positive direction, different asump- ffiamfimsaffiM^ 
tions  and attendant practices must replace the old. % "$:% 
All   members   of   the   university  community could SrT^T^  -^    1 >     ^*i     XT^. _._ _ :•:■ 
contribute to an  evolving and dynamic ground for £:   X XX ^?   X-# ™ VJT    Jk^l •*? ▼▼ 0 :•:• 
improving the teaching-learning situation. •:•: •£ 
Two assumptions which might be considered to ;ij: Serving A Growing University Since 1920i • 
provide for fundamental changes ln action are: •:•: >:j 
An education  Is  what  a student constructs for    $• FniTnpiAi   CTAFP $ 
himself with the aid of his teachers. % cut IUKIAL :> i Ai-r- | 
and..* 8 Randy Ketchom Editor § 
The   conditions   Which   contribute   to   SUCh   COn-      :•:• Lorry  Fullerton Managing  Editor 
struction  must encourage an emotional and ln-     :•:• Jock Hartman.Editorial Pago Editor :j:j 
tellectual commitment by the Student to confront     | Rosemary  Kovocs....Feature Editor » 
with subject matter so as to put meaning into it.    | &®tar.V.7.Vr.jK f«£ 1 
Only those of us who profess to teach are capable | Roger Hollidoy Issue Editor 
of arraning conditions,  in the classrooms  so that ;:■: •:•: 
subject   matter   is  understood to  be that  which a 8 BUSINESS STAFF & 
student manipulates ln his own way to wring meaning j§ . ,    „..               _ V: 
from  it and test out those meanings to explain the 1 i"h" BtaTT'^AdftlSSl! u^"9"' 3 
,, .     „ , ^
r
 :•:•. Oory Uieti Adverti sing Manager ;.;. 
WOrla he lives in. | jorm Kuhlman...Circulation Manager $L 
In this way steps are taken to share the responsl- >•: Mike Argie Classified Adv. Mgr. i;-: 
bility with the student. The analogy of the university g •:•: 
seen   as   a   filling Station Where the professors  are $ Published Tuesdays thru  Fridays during | 
.. __       j .w J     . .i. j. i  i_ _i_   8 ,ne r«gu'or  school year,  except holiday » the pumps   and the Student the needful  but unworthy £ periods, and once a week during summer |» 
tank who receives allotments of knowledge precludes >:j sessions, under authority of the Publi- :•:• 
any meaningful involvement by the student. cotions Committee of Bowling Green S 
It Is  construed  by the student as meaning he Is 3 State University. £ 
not  responsible for his   own education but that the 1 JKISLIZK'IAI  •d,l,0,,ol»r •£• i? r v. tonal  cartoons   or  other   columns   in  the s 
professor  is. The Student becomes convinced that he >> News do not necessarily reflect the opin- 8 
need only absorb, assimilate and "flush lt back into % ions  of the  University Administration, 
the blue books". S faculty   or  staff or  the  State  of Ohio. §• 
If both professor and student are responsible for | EfilSSikl'SE! b,l columnis,s d? "°*        i? 
... .....     i, . , . . ,  . ,    ?: necessarily   reflect  the   opinions   of  the £ 
the quality of an individuals education, then highly :::: B-G   News.   Editorials   in  the News re-       g: 
structured course outlines authored by the professor >:| fleet the opinion of the majority of mem- 
are no longer very useful. Instead attempts will have | bors of ,he B"G N«»* Editoriol Board. j:;: 
to be made to involve the student in a consideration ':':W:*:*:::*:*>:W:*:*:ra^ 
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BG Bowlers 
Win Tourney 
The University's women's bowl- 
ing team won first place In the 
Regional Games Tournament of the 
» Association of College Unions held 
at  Central   Michigan   University 
Feb. 17 and 18. 
Team     members    are   Nancy 
' Cetlna, Carla Rupert, Sarah Ma- 
honey, Mary Lou Mooney and Judy 
Bowen. 
t Nancy Cetlna also won first 
place In all events with a score 
of 1583, and first place In Singles 
competition with a 568 score. 
•     Carla Rupert won second place 
In all events and In Singles com- 
petition. 
Nancy Cetlna and Carla Rupert 
1
 will got to Rochester, N.Y. on 
April 15, 16 and 17, to participate 
in the association's International 
Bowling Tournament. 
Nancy Cetlna andSarahMahoney 
won first place In "women's dou- 
bles with Carla Rupert and Mary 
i Lou Mooney taking second place 
in the same event. 
Winners of other events were: 
Larry Dome, second place, men's 
' billiards, and Sue Shunk, second 
place, women's billiards. 
Tournament winners received 
plaques. 
Meet Your Campus Parties at 
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Wednesday, Mar. 
8, in the River Room.Representa- 
tives of the UP and CIP parties 
will discuss their platforms during 
the Information session sponsored 
by the Young Republicans. 
• • • 
A Joint meeting will be held 
for pledges and actives of Omega 
Phi Alpha at 7:30 pjn. Sunday 
at the United Christian Fellow- 
ship Center. Sunday dress will 
be appropriate. 
The movie, "Mystries of the 
Deep" will be shown at a meet- 
ing of the Scuba Club from 8 to 
9 p.m. Sunday in the Pink Dog- 
wood Suite. All Florida trip mem- 
bers, volunteer Instructors and 
girls from Founders are Invited 
to attend. 
The U.S. Marine Corps Officer 
Selection Team for the state of 
Michigan will be In the Union 
Lobby from 9 ajn. to 5 p.m. 
next Monday, Tuesday and Wed- 
nesday to provide Information on 
their officer training programs. 
• * * 
An open Campus Interest Party 
meeting will be held at 1 p.m. 
Sunday in 112 Life Science Bldg. 
Everyone is invited. 
• • • 
Dr. Philip Lawson of the Toledo 
Inner City Ministry will speak on 
"The Christian and the Black 
Power Struggle" at 6 pjn. Sun- 
day at theUnitedChrlstlanFellow- 
ship Center. 
ST BG Planners 
SEye Year 1973 
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COOL CATS! But even this kind of levin' by Jeanne Frye (jun- 
ior in the College of Education) won't help Alphie survive if 
the weather turns warm. (Alphie, incidentally, is Alpha Delta 
Pi's transient mascot). 
Top officials need more In- 
formation so they can plan more 
efficiently for the future, according 
to Dr. Donald C. Lelong, director 
of the institutional research de- 
partment. 
Institutional research Is the 
name of a department started here 
nearly three years ago to help In 
the administration of a rapidly 
growing university. 
Dr. Lelong explained that years 
ago university presidents made 
all their own decisions based on 
their personal knowledge of the 
departments, professors and other 
aspects of the university. 
Due to the rapid growth of most 
universities in the past 10 years, 
more information, especially sta- 
tistics,' is needed than can be 
handled by one man. 
The department's function Is to 
study various phases of the Uni- 
versity,   he   said.  Studies might 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
The Press Club meeting sched- 
uled for Monday has been cancel- 
led. A new date will be announced 
later. 
• • • 
The Bowling Creen women's 
basketball team will play Ashland 
College at 2 p.m. tomorrow in the 
North Gym of the Women's Bldg. 
• * * 
ATID, Jewish social and cul- 
tural organization, will sponsor 
a lox and bagels brunch at 1 
p.m. Sunday at the United Chris- 
tian Fellowship Center. There will 
be a $1 charge for all you can 
eat. 
Elections will be held after the 
brunch. Singing and dancing to 
Hebrew songs will follow. 
• * * 
Bally Nichols of the Ford 
Motor Co. will speak on "If You 
Can, Why Not?" at the meeting 
of the Inter-VarsityChrlstianFel- 
lowshlp Club to be held at 6 ;45 
tonight In the Wayne Room. 
• • • 
A meeting of the Folk Dance 
Club will be held at 7:30 tonight 
In the south gym of the Women's 
Bldg. 
• • • 
"The Greek System: Pro and 
Con" will be the topic under dis- 
cussion at the Crypt this even- 
ing at 9:30. Presenting the neg- 
ative position will be Randall 
Gloege, Alan Korte, and Dr. Em- 
anuel Solon. Responding for the 
affirmative position will be Bonnie 
Kaps, James Treeger and Bruce 
Fisher. 
• • • 
A meeting of the Circle K Club 
will be held from 7 to 10 p.m. 
Monday In the River Room. Mem- 
bers and interested parties are 
urged to attend. 
• * • 
The Young Americans for 
Freedom Club Is sponsoring atrip 
to the International Symposium on 
Communism In Chicago next Fri- 
day. Information is available at 
the Y.A.F. office, 509 Ridge. 
• * • 
A   roundtable   discussion      on 
"Man: Created by, or Creator of 
God (s)7" will be featured on the 
Methodist Student Movement pro- 
gram at 6 p.m. Sunday at the 
First Methodist Church. 
The Rev.Henry L.Gerner, asso- 
ciate director of UCF, Dr. Robert 
M. Guion, chairman of the psy- 
chology department, Dr. Richard 
H. Llneback, assistant professor 
of philosophy, and Dr. Trevor 
J. Phillips, assistant professor of 
education, will discuss the topic. 
Include anything from the Univer- 
sity's public relations program to 
teaching loads. Dr. Lelong said that 
he has been primarily concerned 
with the building program and 
physical planning. 
Much thought and effort Is needed 
to transform a building from a 
possibility to a reality. Based on 
the total credit hours that will be 
taught, the University's require- 
ments are determined for each 
department and by student level 
such as undergraduate or graduate. 
The number of faculty members 
needed to teach the estimated stu- 
dent load Is then calculated. After 
these figures have been formu- 
lated, the building space required 
Is  determined,  said Dr. Lelong. 
Planning for a new building, 
explained Dr. Lelong, Includes 
knowing how many classrooms, 
laboratories, offices and how much 
equipment will be needed.Thecost 
of the building must then be es- 
timated. 
When all the research has been 
done and the figures have been 
calculated, an outline listing the 
requirements and statistics is sub- 
mitted to the state for approval, 
napafully with the result of re- 
ceiving the necessary money to 
build the new facilities. 
Dr. Lelong said that plans have 
been developed to expand the Uni- 
versity to 15,000 undergraduate, 
on-campus students by 1973. Re- 
search Is also being done on plans 
to expand the campus to 30,000 
students. 
The Institutional research de- 
partment is now occupied with 
financial plans to meet the needs 
of 15,000 students, saldDr.Lelong. 
Delegates Arrive 
For SDS Meeting 
Nearly 60 delegates from the 
Ohio and Michigan chapters of the 
Students for a Democratic Society 
(SDS) will arrive on campus today 
to participate In Ohio's first re- 
gional SDS conference. 
The three-day conference opens 
today with registration and ex- 
changes of local publications and 
literature. 
The conference ends Sunday with 
a discussion of local action to be 
taken during the April 8 to 15 
student mobilization against the 
draft and war In Viet Nam. 
GregCalvert, SDS national sec- 
retary from Chicago will give the 
opening address tomorrow morn- 
ing in the Union. 
Ken Friedman, temporary Ohio 
Regional Director fromCleveland, 
will follow with a report on the 
proposed   Ohio   Regional   Office. 
Tomorrow afternoon's program 
will consist of workshops dealing 
with the establishment of the Ohio 
Regional office. 
Tomorrow evening another 
speaker from the SDS national 
headquarters will be featured. 
The conference is open to the 
public, C hr is tine M organ local SDS 
president said. 
ODDS & ENDS 
Ridiculous Prices 
ABSOLUTELY NO CARRY OVERS 
Reg. $18 to $40 
NOW 9 99 
Reg. $9 to $16 
NOW 4 99 
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Job Demand High For Coeds 
A looming manpower pinch 
brought on by Vietnam, a gal- 
loping economy and anti- discrim- 
ination legislation have combined 
to give the American woman a 
prestlgous and lofty perch In the 
Job market. 
College placement office sur- 
veys clearly reflect this trend. 
Nearly 225,000 women will grad- 
uate this June and most of them 
will be entering a job market 
that offers them a dazzling range 
of opportunities. 
James I.. Galloway, placement 
director, said his office receives 
hundreds of job openings for wo- 
men In areas that have been tra- 
ditionally for men. "It's the same 
everywhere," he said. 
Recruiters' attldudes have 
changed noticeably, M r. Galloway 
noted. "Five years ago, few bus- 
iness recruiters talked to female 
applicants except about secretar- 
ial posts. Now they offer qual- 
ified women such jobs as economic 
advisers, accountants and re- 
search assistants," he said. 
And, in many cases, the salary 
Is comparable to what men are 
getting, he added. 
The main reasons for the dra- 
matic change are the emphasis 
on higher education for women and 
the fact that so many youngsters 
have grown up in a society where 
women with jobs are more com- 
mon than those without, Mr. Gall- 
oway   said.  One  of  every  three 
workers is female and some 30, 
000,000 work sometime during the 
year. 
Much of the impetus for this 
trend comes from the federal gov- 
ernment. Nearly 250 women were 
appointed to top level government 
jobs last year and 730 women 
already on the government pay- 
roll were promoted to positions 
paying more than $10,000. 
Despite the bright outlook for 
challenging career opportunities 
for women, Mr. Galloway sees 
some disturbing signs. A great 
number of openings are not being 
filled because there Is a shortage 
of qualified takers, he said. 
Too many college women are 
waiting until their senior year to 
Professors Charge 
Academic Mediocrity 
investigate job opportunities. By 
then It's too late to get the spec- 
ialized training needed to be in 
the "qualified" category,Mr.Gal- 
loway said. 
Judy Graham, a senior from 
Cleveland who Is planning a car- 
eer In bacteriological research. 
Isn't one of them. Miss Graham 
said, "I knew I'd need II.O.S than 
an interest In science and a col- 
lege degree to get the job I want." 
Her four years at Bowling Green 
were built around courses In biol- 
ogy and chemistry. Last summer 
she did laboratory research at 
the Federal Water Pollution Con- 
trol   headquarters  in Cincinnati. 
There are indications that a 
large number of women think a 
degree guarantees them any Job 
they want. Recruiters testify that 
many girls have unrealistic at- 
titudes regarding work responsi- 
bility, salary and goals. 
Naivete about Job market and 
the business world puts them In 
the position of wanting something 
they can't have, Mr. Galloway said. 
He   places   much   of   the   blame 
on the coeds themselves, for not 
gearing their college years to- 
wards realistic goals. 
Coeds could avoid their dilemma 
If they would look Into career pos- 
sibilities throughsummer employ- 
ment, Mr. Galloway stated. 
Summer Jobs offer ideal oppor- 
tunities to gain experience and 
a realistic view of what's ahead 
after graduation, he pointed out. 
Nancy Boynton, a prospective 
accountant from Cleveland, 
agrees. "After working for an 
accounting firm last summer, I'm 
convinced that nothing can take 
the place of on-the-job exper- 
ience for learning the ropes In 
the business world. College train- 
ing is only the beginning," she 
commented. 
Miss Boynton feels that in- 
sufficient publicity about new car- 
eer possibilities for women should 
also share the blamefortheshort- 
age of qualified women. 
Meanwhile the struggle con- 
tinues -- abundant potential and 
college- honed ambition versus the 
reality  of the work-a-day world. 
By KATHY HI I HI R 
Staff Writer 
At least one professor at the 
University feels that "Howling 
Green faces mediocrity in its acad- 
emic standards." 
•'And like a weight problem med- 
iocrity   is   hard  to get  rid  of." 
That was the opinion of Dr. 
Sheldon Halpern, assistant pro- 
fessor of Ingllsh, one of the 
members of the American As- 
sociation of University Professors 
(AAUI1) which is investigating aca- 
demic standards here. 
Members of the \Al.T com- 
mittee who met Wednesday to study 
the problems facing academic 
standards included I ir. I manuel 
Solon, assistant professor of 
chemistry; Dr. Donald E. Kyan, 
assistant professor of mathe- 
matics; and Sanford Silverstein, 
visiting assistant prof essor of soc- 
iology. 
The committee was formed be- 
cause several of the University 
professors felt academic 
standards here are not as high as 
they should be. The fact that stu- 
dents can advance to upper-level 
courses without having grasped the 
basic concepts taught In the pre- 
requisite courses illustrates the 
problem, according the the com- 
mittee. 
Dr. Halpern said that part of 
the problem is the popular theory 
In America that says "nobody 
should be deprived of a college 
education Just because he is 
stupid." 
Kveryone deserved the opport- 
unity   of   an   education,   but this 
Brass Quintet 
To Play Sunday 
The University School of Music 
will present the Bowling Green 
Brass Quintet in concert at 8:15 
p.m. Sunday as a part of the 
Faculty Concert Series. 
The quintet, a newly organized 
chamber group, consists of t:dwin 
R. Betts, associate professor of 
music, and Anthony Roberts, con- 
sultant to the music school, on 
trumpets; David C. Rogers, in- 
structor In music, on horn; Davlc 
S. Glasmire, associate professor 
of music, on trombone; and Paul 
D. Hoelzley, instructor in music, 
on tuba. 
Selections on the program are: 
"Four Dances" by Pezel; "Con- 
trapunctus #1" by Bach; "Three 
Pieces" by Harris; "FourMoods" 
by Frackenpohl; and "Three 
Pieces for Brass Quintet" by 
Cleveland composer Rudolph 
Bubalo. 
He's A Beta 
Don Oberlln Is a pledge of Beta 
Theta PI, not Tau Kappa I psilon 
as listed in Tuesday's paper. 
does not mean that academic stan- 
ards would be lowered to Insure 
graduation for everyone, Solon 
said. 
According to the committee, part 
of the problem of low standards 
also lies with the professors them- 
selves. 
Solon said some professors may 
tend to go along with the situation 
(of mediocrity) rather than face 
the possibility of becoming un- 
popular with their collegeaues or 
students, while others worry about 
being granted tenure. 
"The only reason that poor stu- 
dents get to lie upperclassmen 
is that for every poor student 
there are five times that many 
poor professors who don't stand 
up for their convictions. They 
Just want to be nice people and 
pass the |>oor student," Dr. Ryan 
said. 
Solon attributed part of the pro- 
blem of academic standards to what 
he termed a "three-way lowering 
process." This consists of making 
a course easier by constructing 
the test for the class's ability, 
grading the test with the ability 
of the Individual student in mind, 
and curving the grades of the 








It's modern, elegant, the 
perfect setting for a per- 
fect diamond. You can 
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KLEVERS 
Jewelry Store 
125 N. Main St 
"It's not the student's fault if he 
should flunk and doesn't," Dr. 
Ryan said. "It is the fault of 
professors who give A's, B's and 
C's to make up for poor teaching." 
Solution offered on raising aca- 
demic standards Included requir- 
ing poof students to take remedial 
courses, having college professors 
work with high school teachers and 
allowing departmental tests. 
The quality of academic 
standards is determined by the 
convictions of the Individual pro- 
fessors, the committee added, and 
their willingness to stand by these 
convictions. 
The standards of poor pro- 
fessors must be raised, rather than 
lowering the standards of the good 
professors, they said. 
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MSU Lips Launch 
1Kiss-In' Protest 
J>       (courtesy MSU News) 
WE WERE JUST WONDERING... 
What Was Your 
Biggest Goof? 
By BILL DIAMOND 
Staff Writer 
I r    "Errare humanum est (1 .)" 
Or   in the  English translation 
"To err is human." It is a good 
excuse   when   nothing   seems   to 
"work out the way it should. The 
News    wondered   recently   how 
'human' BG students were, so we 
asked:   "What was the most em- 
barrassing situation or error that 
ever happened to you?" 
This Is what happened to a 
.random sampling --as you read 
their comments, and laugh, also 
remember. What would say was 
our most embarrassing error? 
» Keith Hostetler, sophomore in 
Education "My pants fell down 
while I was acting In the high 
school play." 
Marilyn Lucas, freshman in 
Education: "When I was 13 I dived 
off the high dive at the swim- 
ming pool and lost my bathing 
suit when I hit the water." 
Sharon Mohr, Junior in Educa- 
tion: "I was helping at a fra- 
ternity rush party. Two men were 
talking together and I walked over 
to make conversation. I ask^d 
if they were freshmen, and said 
that I hadn't seen them on campus 
before, when one of them showed 
me his pin. I didn't notice that 
anything was wrong and said con- 
gratulations. A few hours later 
I realized he was a brother." 
Eric Moore, junior In Educa- 
tion: "When I was taking com- 
munion in the front of the church 
I gagged on the wine." 
Darlene Way, junior In Educa- 
tion: "I accidentally stuck my 
finger in a cake while I was 
working In the cafeteria. Not 
thinking anything of it, I licked 
the frosting off my finger and 
the boss caught me." 
Jan Matius, sophomore in Edu- 
cation: "during recognition day 
at my high school, I got up to 
receive a scholarship and tripped 
on the steps going up to the stage." 
Don Bruns, sophomore in Edu- 
cation: "I called my steady girl 
on the telephone and absent-mind- 
edly used my ex-girlfriend's 
name." 
Sue Foley, freshman in Educa- 
tion: "I was working at the Statler 
Hilton Hotel for the general man- 
ager. He gave me a white dress 
shirt   to have  laundered. I  sent 
it up to the room where they 
tear old clothes into rags. The 
shirt came back in strips." 
Tomi Price, freshman in Educa- 
tion: "After the music contest last 
Saturday (Feb. 25, 1967), some- 
one asked me where she could 
pick up a rating sheet. She looked 
like a young girl and I impat- 
iently told her to get one from 
her instructor. The young girl was 
an instructor." 
Jerry Cordi, sophomore In Ed- 
ucation: "I walked my girl back 
to the dorm and she proposed to 
me.   She   Is   now   my   fiancee." 
Bonnie Bellville, sophomore in 
Education: "When I was 12, I 
enrolled In charm school. On grad- 
uation day, after I received my 
diploma, I tripped and fell down 
the steps. I landed gracefully on 
the steps in a sitting down posi- 
tion." 
Dick Faudree, freshman in Lib- 
eral Arts: "I was watching tele- 
vision over at my girl's house. 
We   fell   asleep together on the 
Search For Big 
Beefy Beauties 
Bags A Bunchful 
NEW YORK (AP)--All chubby 
women don't shy away from the 
scales. 
Producers of a television show 
advertised here for beefy beauties 
weighing 200 or more. More than 
150 women showed up. 
Some tried to create the im- 
pression they weighed 200, even 
when they did not. 
One of these, 180-pound Carol 
Trigg explained: 
"When you need work, you do 
anything to get It--even say you 
weigh 20 pounds more than you do. 
Erna Rossman, who weighs only 
163, said she hoped for a part 
because she is very heavy In 
places. She boasted "I look fat." 
The women are wanted for a 
beef trust chorus line (for a CBS 
Barbra Steisand show). 
One applicant who did not have 
to fudge on her weight was Mrs. 
Dorothy Rubin. She said: 
"When you're heavy, you're 
heavy. You can't hide your weight 
in a pocketbook." 
sofa. When I awoke, her father 
was standing in front of me. He 
asked me to leave." 
Pat Church, junior in I iberal 
Arts: "I'm embarrassed right now 
with this interview." 
McDonald West women, you've been topped In your protest 
against the "kissing ban." Perhaps you should take lessons from 
Michigan State University. 
Yesterday a lener to the editor appeared in the News protesting 
the public display of affection (PDA) regulations. 
Wednesday night, Michigan State University--which has had 
every type of protest from sit-ins, lie-ins, and teach-ins, added 
a newj one. 
A kiss-In. 
About 650 MSU students staged their kiss-in to protest the 
alleged harch regulations on public display of affections at West 
Akers Hall, a women's dormitory. 
According to the chairman of the United Students Group, sponsor 
of the protest, women had been warned for actions slightly more 
than hand-holding. So the kiss-in was an attempt to create a climate 
in which the ridiculousness of public display of affection rules is 
demonstrated. 
A sophomore woman was reportedly warned by a resident as- 
sistant in West Akers when her boyfriend had his arms around 
her. 
University officials in response said the rules prohibit lying on 
counches in the lounge, lying around in loose clothing, and roaming 
hands. 
The group marched into the lounge brandishing signs proclaim- 
ing the cause. 
"M ake-love-not war, one read. 
"Lips at MSU united," proclaimed another. 
The clincher said--"Love thy neighbor." 
Reports said there was some kissing going on, Just like any 
other evening. At least the crowd wasn't hostile, a graduate ad- 
viser said. 
There was no word from McDonald West on whether or not 
they would follow this same type of organized action. 
Professor In Profile 
Dr. Agnes Hooley—- 
New To Who's Who 
By DOREEN VIGNIVICH 
Staff Writer 
Involvement, continuous eval- 
uation and movement education -- 
these are the key words from 
active and energetic Dr. Agnes 
M. Hooley, professor of physical 
education. 
Being opposed to lectures, Dr. 
Hooley feels "Involvement is es- 
sential to evaluate the student 
better, through his behavior." 
She feels continuous evaluation 
is important in grading and does 
not believe in giving final exam- 
inations. 
"I do realize courses like Eng- 
lish and history and some others 
do find finals necessary," she 
added. 
Education through movement, 
she explains, is a way of devel- 
opment. It recognizes "man as a 
whole." 
Along with an active teaching 
philosophy. Dr. Hooley leads a 
very active life. 
A book, now In the process of 
printing, has been written by Dr. 
Hooley and a co-author Mrs. Ruth 
Wheeler, physical therapist at Ohio 
State. 
It deals with the education of 
the physically handicapped. 
"Mrs. Wheeler worked on the 
background cases and I was In- 
volved with the ways of teaching 
the handicapped," Dr. Hooley said. 
The book, which started as a 
manual, will "hopefully be a 
textbook for physical education 
classes," Dr. Hooley added. 
Recently Dr. Hooley has been 
honored in "Who's Who of 
American   Women"   1966-67 ed- 
Dr. Agnes Hooley 
ition. In 1964 she was awarded 
the state certificate of merit by 
the Ohio Association of Health 
and Physical Education Recrea- 
tion. 
She has in the past received 
such honors as a certificate of 
merit from CARE for notable pub- 
lic service and a recognition of 
service certificate from the Am- 
erican Red Cross. 
Dr. Hooley Is now a charter 
advisor for Alpha Lambda Delta, 
freshman honorary society. She 
also serves on Faculty Senate and 
Graduate Council. 
A world wide traveler. Dr. 
Hooley will go to Greece this June 
to visit a brother. Beside travel- 
ing she finds relaxation In sports, 
photography, poetry and reading, 
"but I guess everyone reads," 
she adder1. 
Graduated from the University 
of Bridgeport with a bachelor of 
science degree in physical educa- 
tion. Dr. Hooley went on to re- 
ceive her master of arts in ed- 
ucation from Teachers College, 
Columbia University. 
She taught in the public schools 
in New York City and Westchester 
county before going to teach at 
Texas Womens College, Dentor, 
Texas, In 1947. In 1951 she went 
to the University of Wisconsin 
where she received her Ph. D.and 
taught one year. 
When Dr. Hooley came to Bowl- 
ing Green In 1954 she joined the 
faculty as a full professor of 
physical education. 
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Integration 
Comes Slowly 
By The Associated Press 
What is the state of school In- 
tegration in the South? 
The Associated Press has made 
a survey in 11 dixie states and 
has found that there is more and 
more mixing of races in schools. 
But it would be incorrect to 
say that the road toward integrated 
school system ordered by the fed- 
eral government Is a smooth one. 
As James I eeson of the Southern 
Education Reporting Service put 
it: "The schools are desegre- 
gated, but they are not Integrated." 
He referred to the fact that often 
integration appears to be more 
form than fact in the classroom. 
Many schools report that white 
pupils accept, or at least tolerate, 
their Negro classmates. This is 
particularly true in elementary 
schools. 
But the AP found that, at the 
high school level, a kind of ju- 
venile cold war Is going on. Tea- 
chers and pupils report that the 
cold war frequently turns hot under 
the Impetus of insults and cruel 
jokes. 
AP's survey shows that more 
than 448.000 Negroes were en- 
rolled in desegregated schools last 
September. This was almost twice 
as   many as in the previous fall. 
However, this figure is not great 
when you consider that the total 
school enrollment in the southern 
states is more than 11 million. 
The majority of southern Negro 
children remain in segregated 
schools. 
Since the Stan of the current 
school year, the number of Negro 
pupils In desegregated classrooms 
'Freddie' Needed 
Freddie Ealcon applications 
are available in the Activities 
Office on the third floor of the 
Union. Deadline for applying 




The winners of the Alpha Phi 
Omega "Beauty and the Beast" 
charity contest will be announced 
at the Beauty and the Beast Ball 
tomorrow night in the Ballroom. 
Hours for the dance are 9 p.m. 
to midnight. 
The main entertainment attrac- 
tion will be "Candy" Johnson and 
his   band.      During   imerntssion 
Dean R. Rtmkle will play 
"honky tonk" piano, followed by 
the folk singers-the Nan CJrenard 
Trio. 
Dress for the ball is semi- 
formal, and $1.50 will be charged 
per couple. The winners of the 
contest will be presented with a 
trophy. Tickets now on sale In 
the Union. 
Voting boxes are located in the 
Nest, Rathskeller, and in the Mid- 
American Room of Harshman 
Quad. A charge of one penny 
per vote Is being made with the 
proceeds going to charity. The 
voting deadline is 6 p.m. to - 
morrow. 
This Is the first time that Alpha 
Phi Omega has taken responsibility 
fpr both the contest and the ball 
following it. In previous years, 
the Union Activities Committee 
was In charge of the ball. 
has dropped somewhat, Several 
reasons are given for this. Some 
Negroes are unable to adjust to 
the higher scholastic requirements 
in white schools and white pupils 
have refused to accept Negroes 
and frequently have harassed them. 
There have been several incid- 
ents of violence, notably in (iren- 
ada, Mlss„ where schools were 
desegregated for the first time 
last fall. 
Mobs of white adults attacked 
the Negroes when they first en- 
rolled in Grenada's all-white 
schools. L.ater Negro children 
complained of being mistreated in 
the schools. Negro parents res- 
ponded with a boycott. The chil- 
dren returned to classes under a 
federal court order. But the num- 
ber of Negroes In Grenada's de- 
segregated schools has still 
dropped. 
One Negro leader says only 77 
Negroes are attending white 
schools, whereas the figure was 
150 at the beginning of the school 
year. 
There is also separation in the 
classrooms. Negroes sit in one 
side of the room and whites on 
the other. 
In rural areas of North and South 
C: arolina, there have been reports 
of Negro pupils being beaten and 
some Negro parents say shots have 
been fired into their homes at night. 
A dynamite blast shattered win- 
dows in a Negro home at Mor- 
ven, N.C., but no one was hurt. 
In South Carolina's Dorchester 
County, the home of S.B. Delee 
burned early one morning In Nov- 
ember. Delee Is county leader 
of the NAACP and was the first 
Negro to enroll his children In 
the county's previously all-white 
schools. 
In Hampton, Negroes staged a 
protest march in January after 
pupils complained of being har- 
assed in school. But superin- 
tendent W.S. Ware says the sit- 
uation is quiet now. 
As he put it: "The white chil- 
dren are completely leaving the 
Negro kids alone. That's why 
they are bellyaching. There is 
no fraternization, and the school 
people are not trying to promote 
It." 
So It goes. In many places, 
school integration is going along 
quite smoothly. Elsewhere,there 
Is tension, bitterness and out- 
breaks of violence. 
Many Negroes say that even In 
the absence of out - and - out 
hostility classwork still is a lonely 
and frustrating experience because 
they   are   scorned   and  Isolated. 
Will It ever work? Will school 
desegregation ever give way to 
actual Integration? 
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Tuesday for Thursday's paper. 
5 p.m. Wednesday for Friday's 
paper. 
RATES: 32c per line. 2 lines 
minimum, average 5 words per 
line. 
SEND COPY to Classified Dept , 
B-G   News.    106   University   Hall. 
hatp.-straight shift; mustsell.Call 
352-7482. 
6 months Beagle pup needs good 
home.   House   broken. Call ext. 
3804 or 352-9972 after 5:30. 
3804   or   352-9972  after 5 pjn. 
FOR SALF.: WHITE DINNER 
JACKET. 39-40. Call 353-7574 
evenings. 
LOST 
LOST. HCSU College ring, 1968. 
White gold with blue stone. Ini- 
tials "JWS". Contact Joe, 352- 
7481. Reward. 
LOST. Camel purse In An Bldg„ 
between 2-3, March 1. If found, 
please call 354-4212. 
Lost. Woman's beige sweater with 
suede- like front in Hanna Hall on 
Monday, Feb. 27. Reward. Bob, 
room 132 Rodgers, ext. 2661. 
Lost. 1 pair girl's glasses between 
McDonald and Cla-Zel. Contact 
Barb, rm. 353, ext. 3034. Reward. 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
For Sale. '63 Comet Custom 2 dr. 
AWS 
(Continued from  Page 1) 
clique and does have an under- 
standing of a "cross- section" of 
women at the university." 
Finally, to combat the rule-mak- 
ing function she advocated "letting 
every women decide the basic rules 
and guidelines that she wishes to 
live by in her own housing unit." 
Honor dormitories a '.sodrew her 
support. 
By taking away the rule-making 
job from AWS, Miss McCullough 
proposed that AWS expand its 
social, political and intellectual 
services. 
In closing, she challenged the 
audience to "make AWS the as- 
sociation of ALL worn en students." 
Help Sessions 
Offered In Math 
Kappa Mu Fpsilon, national math 
honor society, is sponsoring a 
math help session from 7 to 8:30 
p.m. every Thursday in 167 Over- 
man Hall. 
The service Is offered to all 
students taking math courses 121, 
122, 123, 124, and 131. 
Members of the math society 
will be present to answer questions 
on theory as well as help work 
out problems. 
Dr. Richard R. Eakln, assistant 
professor of mathematics, said 
the informal nature of the meetings 
will help bridge the communica- 
tions gap between students re- 
luctant to talk with their in- 
structors. 
CIRCUS CLUB 
     PRESENTS     
Go Go  Dancers 
Featuring Baby Jane & Cherry 
Mon. thru Thurs. Continuous Dancing 9-2 
•     *     *     * 
Friday & Saturday 
SENSATIONAL 
VISCOUNTS 
I'l.i.v iMU For Vow I'.mi in.: Pleasure From J-J 
Apartment; near campus; fur- 
nished; need roommate for sum- 
mer months; call 353-8411, ex. 
2624 or 354-4245 after 5:30. 
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL 
J an- Happy 19th Birthday from your 
roommate Prune. 
Congratulations Hot Lips: How 
many   points   was THAT  worth? 
Don't get clippedl Vote Ellen 
Barber for AWS 1st V.P. 
Congrats plnmates Jerry and Tory 
from Kathy and Kathy. 
Will take 3 riders to Ft. Lauder- 




The Northwestern Ohio Math- 
ematics Group will sponsor a 
speech by Dr. Paul A. 0*Meara, 
assistant professor of math- 
ematics, at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, 
in 167 Overman Hall. 
The topic to be discussed by 
Dr. O'Meara is "Aleph Spaces." 
Refreshments will be served. 
An Informal dinner at 6 In the 
Pheasant Room will precede the 
speech. Those who wish to attend 
should notify Dr. Ralph N. Town- 
send of the mathematics depart- 
ment. 
Parking Reminder 
Daniel J. Szucs, traffic court 
justice, reminds students that they 
will be found guilty of illegal 
parking when they park their car 
in a driveway or entrance to a 
parking area, even if the car does 
not block the flow of traffic. 
All such driveways are con- 
sidered fire lanes. This applies 
even though there are no signs 
prohibiting such parking in this 
area. 
Unitarian House..E. Court St.Sun- 
day, 7:30 p.m. Rev. W. Argow, 
Toledo Unitarian Church "What 
I Have Learned from the Religions 
of the World." 
Clue 5: Would you believeC oilier's 
Encyclopedia? Good luckl Your 
big. 
Cher, 440 K.A.- Happy Birthday 
Saturday. M.S. and T.B. 
A D Pi pledges say Congrats new 
actives. 
College Men and Women. Work 
twenty hours per week this sem- 
ester and full time in thesummer. 
Only Northwest Ohio residents 
need apply. Work for the leading 
company in the cookware field as 
a salesmen. Write to Vita Craft 
Central Sales, PO Box 512, Rey- 
noldsburg, Ohio. 
Varsity Letter Winners-The BG 
Varsity Club is sponsoring an ice 
skating and dancing party for all 
letter winners and dates. It will be 
held in the new ice arena Sunday, 
March 5, from 7:30 to 10 p.m. 





25* to others 
A new booklet, published by a 
non-profit educational founda- 
tion, tells which career field lets 
you make the best use of all 
your college training, including 
liberal-arts courses —which 
career field offers 100,000 new 
jobs every year —which career 
field produces more corporation 
presidents than any other—what 
starting salary you can expect. 
Just send this ad with your name 
and address. This 24-page, 
career-guide booklet, "Oppor- 
tunities in Selling," will be 
mailed to you. No cost or obli- 
gation. Address: Council on Op- 
portunities, 550 Fifth Avc.New 
York 36, N. Y„ 
893 S. Main Bowling Green 
AN OCEANIC SELECTION OF SLACKS 
Ditiiculi icuucsis cause noi a nppic. w hen concerned 
wuii slacks. I lie Establishment's choice of colours 
and fabric* is downright oceanic! 
®ne ^Traditional iBm 
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Grapplers Defend MAC Crown 
Page 7 
By GARY DAVIS 
Sports Writer 
Bowling Green's wrestlers travel 
to   Miami   University   in Oxford 
today   to   compete   in   the  Mid- 
American Conference Champion- 
ships. 
Preliminary matches start this 
afternoon for the defending cham- 
pion Falcons, and the other six 
MAC schools. The two-day tourn- 
ament will close out tomorrow 
with the finals. 
The Falcons enter the champion- 
ships with a 9-5-1 overall record 
and a 2-3-1 mark against MAC 
foes. Despite the weak record 
in league action, the Falcons are 
rated among the top contenders 
for the 1967 title. 
Miami Is given the top nod for 
the championships, as the Red- 
skins are undefeated in Mid- 
American competition. The tour- 
ney hosts, third last year, have 
six wrestlers back who placed 
in last season's finale. 
Falcon coach Bruce Bellard 
sums It up this way: 
"One can safely assume that 
Miami will be the favorite. After 
that It is any one of five teams." 
Marshall is the only squad that 
does not appear to have a shot 
at the crown. 
The Falcons, en route to vic- 
tory  in the 1966 finals, captured 
Warren Hartman 
Little Headlines 
Marshall Gets NIT Bid 
NEW YORK (AP) — Only three 
,   more berths  remain to be filled 
for the National Invitation Basket- 
ball Tournament, beginning March 
9 In New York. 
Marshall University, runner-up 
In the Mid-American Conference, 
became the  11th team yesterday 
0   In the 14-team tourney. 
Reportedly the other three teams 
will be New Mexico, the runner- 
up In the Big Eight Conference and 
the second-place finisher in the 
Atlantic CoastConference tourney. 
Teams previously picked were 
*   Villanova,   St.  Peter's, Southern 
Illinois, Syracuse, Rutgers, Pro- 
vidence,  Marquette, Memphis 
,   State, Utah State and Tulsa. 
In the opening doubleheader, 
Marshall will play Villanova and 
St. Peter's will face Southern Ill- 
inois. Other pairings have not 
been announced. 
Bruins Nome New GM 
BOSTON (AP) — The Boston 
Bruins of the National Hockey 
League have announced that as- 
sistant general manager Milt Sch- 
midt will becomeGeneralManager 
in June. 
He will replace Hap Emms, who 
has held the post for two years. 
Emms will return to Niagara Falls, 
N.Y., where he is owner of a 
Bruins' farm team. The Bruins 
also said that rookie coach Harry 
Sindon   will return next season. 
NOW THRU TUESDAY MARCH 7   CLA"ZEL 
















It's (he first motion picture of its kind. It won't be the last! 
three firsts and a pair of seconds. 
Ted Clark Is the only Falcon back 
from the trio of division winners. 
Jim Moore (145) and Denny Pal- 
mer (167) graduated. 
Aiding the Falcons to victory 
In the MAC last year were Joe 
Krisko and Cralg Bowman who 
both upset top seeded Miami op- 
ponents. 
Tournament seedlngs helped the 
Falcons last year, but coach Bell- 
ard feels the Falcons "don't have 
good chances" In that department 
this time. 
Seedlngs, baaed on past per- 
formances In the MAC, and on 
dual marks against conference 
competition during the season, 
should elude all but Ted Clark 
and possibly Bill Burkle. 
The Falcons will enter the mat 
championships with veterans at 
all positions except 145 where 
Warren Hartman Is a "doubtful 
starter." Warren, who sustained 
a shoulder injury in the Western 
Michigan match, probably will be 
replaced by sophomore Pat Wll- 
llman. 
Coach Bellard plans no shift- 
ing of weight classes, feeling It 
would only weaken the team. He 
expects other members of the MAC 
to carry out the action. 
The Falcon lineup for this week- 
ends matches includes: Burkle 
(123), T.Clark (130), Carle (137), 
Wllllman (145), Krisko (152), 
Ternes (160), Ross (167), Hollo 
(177), K. Clark (191) and Bowman 
(HVY). 
123--B111 Burkle (8-1-1) earned 
a fourth place finish last year, 
and will be out to raise his stand- 
ing this year. With 123 champ 
Bill Mcllroy wrestling at 130 the- 
division Is open. Dave Unlk (OU) 
unbeaten on the season. Is tabbed 
the favorite here (Bill tied him 
1-1 earlier in season). Gary 
Hetherlngton (WM) should also be 
In the running. 
130--MAC champTedClark(10- 
1-4) will be facing rougher com- 
petition this year with the addition 
of Mcllroy to the division. Other 
top candidates are Don Lefvre 
(TU), Tony Ross (KS), and Roger 
Tresh (OU) all who tied Clark 
during dual action. Bellard feels 
Ted will go all the way. 
137—Mark Carle (2-3-4), al- 
though not placing In the MAC 
before, was stopped only by a 
shoulder separation. 
This year all four placers in 
the 137 division have been wrest- 
ling at other weights leaving the 
class wide open. Jerry Vincent 
(TU) fourth, last year and Cecil 
Sallee (Miami) second last season, 
could possibly come back downfor 
the MAC. 
145 -- Pat Wllllman has not 
wrestled this season, but is a good 
competitor according to Bellard. 
Tom Grlggy (KS) is the MAC 
favorite. His lone defeat In the 
tourney last year cost Kent the 
go-ahead points In the standings. 
Sallee (Miami), Gary Stoner(WM), 
and Tom  Kahil (OU) could make 
Think small at 
LOU LaRICHE Jnc 
Volkswagen 
Service — Sales 
920 Plaza, Findlay, Ohio 
(opp. Ft. Findlay Village) 
Phone - 422-6424 
the weight class one of the roughest 
on the card. 
152—Joe Krisko (10-4-1) should 
find MAC champ BUI Bonus (137) 
his top competition with last year's 
winner Dave Gentler (KS) gone. 
Joe and Bill tied In a dual outing 
this year, but Krisko Is considered 
a good tournament wrestler. 
John Susterlc (Miami), up from 
145 where he placed second last 
year, could make the race Inter- 
esting. 
160--Dan Ternes (10-3-2) will 
find this weight class wide open 
with '66 champ Bill Drypolcher 
gone. However, Paul Samls (M 1- 
aml), MAC winner In 1965, Is 
back and rat,es the top seeding. 
Greg Doty (WM) should provide 
the third member in contention 
for the division title. Dan Is 
rated high for the honors. 
167--George Ross (6-5) Is ex- 
pected to be among the contenders 
for title honors along with Rick 
Martin (OU) and Bill Beecham 
(Mlami)l who placed second and 
third respectively last year. Bill 
Herbert (KS) defendlngMAC champ 
at 177, may drop down to wrestle 
in this weight group. 
177--Ron Hollo (6-4-1) will have 
a good chance to placing this year. 
Herbert and Bowman (BG), the top 
two finishers last season, are not 
expected to wrestle in this class. 
Terry Faulk (Miami) or Walt Pod- 
lrski (Miami) and FrankCargould 
(OU) are also rated as top 
contenders. 
191—Keith Clark (9-4) will be 
the Falcons' entry in the new weight 
division, with a good chance for 
the title. Faulk (Miami) is the 
favorite here, being undefeated 
on the season. C huck Sldotl (OU) 
is tabbed as the other top com- 
petitor. 
HVY—Cralg Bowman (7-1-1) 
was second in the MAC at 177 
las year, but has moved up to 
the top weight class to rival re- 
turning champ  Paul  Klzey (TU). 
Craig Bowman 
The TU grappler Is tiie only fin- 
isher returning In the open divi- 
sion Goldman (MU) is also rated 
a top contender with a fine mark 
and 280 pounds in weight. 
Last year's finish was: Bowling 
Green 64, Kent 62, Miami 55, 
Western Michigan 43, Ohio U. 27, 
Toledo 19 and Marshall 0. This 
season's finale is expected to be 
even closer with all MAC schools 
holding fine records. 
Preliminary bouts get underway 
this afternoon with the semi-final 
round set for tonight. The final 
rounds will be runn off tomorrow 
afternoon. 
Last year the Falcons surprised 
everyone by taking the title, and 














Sweeps You     into a 
Drama  of  Speed 
and   Spectacle!! 
"GRAND PRIX" 
Super  Panavision  and 
Metro Color 
Nominated for 7 
Academy   Awards 
James A. Michener's 
"HAWAII" 
Juli e Andrews 
Max   Von  Sydow 
Tickets for both available at Signal  Finance,  S.  Main St. 
Mssmm 
Infectious, the blazer. So, the Establishment offers 
a cure —a tight tonic of lighter colourings for 
Spring. If a double dose is required, may we 
suggest  the  double-breasted  version? 
®l\t traditional $en 
Formerly Clothes Rock, East 
MCHA Title Hopes Crushed 
The B-G News, Friday, March 3, 1967 
leers Lose To Rockets, 12-7 
By TIM CHURCHILL 
Assistant Sports l.ditor 
Bowling Green's hockey team 
saw Its chances for Its first Mid- 
west College Hockey Association 
championship vanish In the third 
period of last night's game, as 
the Rockets of Toledo blasted in 
six goals to down the Falcons 
12-7. 
Bowling Green couldn't seem to 
get untracked after Randy Counter 
flicked In two quick goals In the 
early stages of the third period, 
icing the Rockets' second straight 
MCHA title. 
Counter connected on a shot 
from point-blank range at 4:33 
of the period, and just 13 seconds 
later he beat Clark Simonds from 
about 12 feet out. The goals were 
Counter's third and fourth of the 
game. 
Mike Billiard gave TU an in- 
surmountable 9-4 lead two min- 
utes later on a screened slap 
shot from the left point position. 
Slmonds had no chance at all on 
the play. 
Dick Waring got one of the 
goals back a minute later when 
he shoved in an excellent set-up 
pass from Rick Allen. 
But three more goals by the 
Rockets   took   the   steam   out  of 
BC, despite another goal by Waring 
and Allen's third goal of the night. 
With the score getting out of 
hand, the game began to get out 
of hand, too. Both teams started 
taking wild passes at each other, 
and as a result, there was some- 
one In the penalty box nearly 
all the time. 
A total of 12 penalties were 
handed out in the period, with 
Bowling Green collecting seven 
of them. The Falcons piled up 
15 minutes in penalties, while 
the Rockets compiled 21 minutes. 
For the game, BG amassed 21 
minutes in penalties for 15 In- 
fractions, while Toledo combined 
for 35 minutes off the Ice on 
12 penalties. 
Toledo broke on top with a 
goal by Jay Stahan with just 38 
seconds gone In the first period. 
He tipped in a shot off Rnady 
Counter's stick directly In front 
of Clark Slmonds. 
Rick Allen set the game into 
a 1-1 tie at theseven-minutemark 
when he jammed the puck passed 
Toledo goalie Joey Jakab. Toledo 
scored twice more In the first 
period, both from right In front 
of the net. 
Mike Billiard tipped in another 
counter shot at  14:26,  and Coun- 
£ » 
BLOCKED SHOT -- Rick Allen blocks Jay Sta- 
tion's shot in the first period of last night's 
game   between   the   Falcons   and   Toledo.     Tom 
Davis,   right, an 
cons. 
ter scored with just 11 seconds 
remaining  In the opening period. 
Slmonds and Jakab each had 11 
saves in the period. 
The second period found each 
r. w 
AFTER THE PUCK ~ Rick Allen digs the puck 
out of the corner, as Jay Stahan harrasses the 
BG center. Allen and Stahan each scored three 
goals. 
team scoring three times. 
Bowling Green scored two quick 
goals early In the period as Allen 
and John Aiken each scored from 
eight feet out, to tie the score 
at 3-3. 
Stahan knocked in his second 
goal of the game on a 40-foot 
slap shot at 9:10 of the second 
stanza. Counter scored from Just 
outside the face-off circle In the 
Falcon's defensive zone. Slmonds 
was screened on both shots. 
Peter Gillnson brought the Fal- 
cons to within one, 5-4, just 30 
seconds after Counter's tally. His 
goal, the 10th of the season for 
him, came from 10 feet in front 
of Jakab. 
Toledo went off the ice with 
a 6-4 lead after two periods as 
Roger Verney scored with about 
five minutes remaining. 
In that second period, Jakab 
was extremely tough, despite 
giving up three goals. The TU 
net-minder kicked out 17 shots, 
with eight of them coming from 
right in front of the net. 
Slmonds, on the other hand, 
was also a busy man, as he turned 
aside 15 Rocket attempts, and 
all three goals scored on him 
came on screened plays. 
For the game, Slmonds was 
bombarded with some 50 Toledo 
shots, and had he not been alert, 
several more goals might have 
been scored against the Falcons. 
Ills 38 saves marks the sec- 
ond straight time his defense has 
not covered up as well as de- 
sired;   and   the total number of 
d Bill Fitch look on for the Fal- 
(Photos by Tim Culek). 
saves is just one less than he 
had against the Air Force Acad- 
emy. 
Jakab, who had to be the out- 
standing player In the game, turned 
aside 41 Bowling Green shots In 
a fantastic performance. The Fal- 
cons were getting the shots en 
Jakab, but the quick, little net- 
minder stifled them time after 
time. 
Coach Bill Little had nothing 
but praise for his Falcons, even 
though they lost so decisively. 
"We played pretty well, but TU 
was just too high for the game 
to be stopped. That Jakab was 
just great, wasn't he? We just 
couldn't get the puck past him 
enough, even though seven goals 
isn't too bad an offensive per- 
formance." 
Little also praised Slmonds, the 
BG goalie. "Clark played one of 
the best games I've ever seen 
him play. It may sound crazy 
when you get beat 12-7, but Tol- 
edo scored six or seven of their 
goals on screen shots which no 
goalie would have had a chance 
on." 
The Falcons, now 12-3 for the 
season, are off for eight days, 
when they host the MCHA champ- 
ionship playoffs March 11- 12.Tol- 
edo, with its 13-9-1 record, plays 
Denison in its final MCHA con- 
test next week, and barring an 
unforeseen upset, the Rockets will 
bag their second straight regular 
season title. 
By LARRY DONALD 
Special Writer 
The reknowned Toledo broad- 
cas ter paused and lnf lexed or what- 
ever they do to wake the listener. 
Then the voice came through 
clearly. 
"The BeeGees got a great coach- 
ing Job today from Warren Scholler 
who made all the right moves at 
the right time all afternoon." 
You get a different version from 
the student body at Bowling Green. 
As far as they are concerned he 
hasn't made a right move in four 
years of coaching. The booing is 
as bad he Isn't even Introduced 
at home games. 
Rumors of his being fired or 
resigning have been circulated for 
the past three weeks. In quantity. 
So who do you think you're kid- 
ding Orris? 
Feeble stands have been made 
for Scholler both In the news- 
paper and in conversation, but 
weak indeed they have been. The 
record book Is against him. Par- 
tlculary this year's record book. 
Before the season began Sports 
Illustrated said BG should be the 
Mid-Am's best. At times it has 
looked like the worst. 
An Interesting contrast can be 
found between successful Toledo 
and disappointing Bowling Creen. 
Three things are different. 
One, Toledo had more than a 
few who really wanted to win, 
and believed they could. 
Two, dlssention was controlled 
at Toledo. 
Three, Toledo players Improved 
and developed. Bowling (Green's 
did not. 
All of these things reflect on 
Scholler's job as coach and, being 
the kind of guy he is, he is the 
first to take the blame. 
"I just feel terrible about this 
year," he said. "I lost them some- 
where along the way. We had it 
for a while, then we lost it, I 
don't know why and this worries 
me." 
His philosophy has been to deal 
with men as men. 
"When they get to college you 
shouldn't have to discipline them 
all the time," he said. "They 
should have enough pride and de- 
sire to want to Improve." 
The approach didn't work. A 
few cared, but not enough had the 
pride or willingness to sacrifice 
to be a winner. 
"Hell, they're happy," Scholler 
said in January. "They are just 
as   happy as   if we were 14-0." 
You could  see one who cared. 
Walt Platkowski may have cared 
in his own way, but he was making 
an effort when others weren't, such 
as in the Toledo game. 
"He's done everything I asked," 
Scholler said. "He's given 100 
per cent. I couldn't ask for more. 
Others watched and sulked. Last 
year the dlssention was blamed 
on the co-captains but they were 
just scapegoats. The old feud 
lingers. 
Earlier this year four players 
went to the athletic director Doyt 
Perry complaining Scholler had 
kept them overtime In a practice. 
A new feud born. 
Until the dlssention is cut out. 
Bowling Green will not be a winner. 
Scholler has tried several field 
manuevers, none of which worked. 
He jiggled the line up, tried being 
a nice guy and tried getting tough. 
Nothing penetrated. 
Of course, this Is past but the 
question of salvaging next year 
remains. Scholler won't resign and 
it's not likely he'll be fired. 
With his return, we can also 
assume changes. 
"You can bet there will be some 
changes," he said. "I'm not going 
to let this bunch run me out. 
We'll have a good, hustling ball 
club next year." 
Like most losing stories there 
is irony. Bowling Green can't 
get back on the Big 10 schedule, 
not because of the poor showing 
this year, but because of a 3-0 
record against Michigan.Michigan 
State and Wirconsin. 
* I 
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